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Abstract: Ranthambhor National Park, before a princely game conserve is the landscape where the 
celebrated Indian Tiger is best seen. It is located just 14 Kms from Sawai Madhopur in Eastern 
Rajasthan (India). Some of the problems that are faced by park are excessive grazing by livestock, 
lack of adequate water and forest fires.  A significant geological feature within the park is the 'Great 
Boundary Fault' where the Vindhaya plateau meets the Aravali range. The Rivers Chambal in the 
South and the Banas in the North bound the National Park. There are 4 villages inside park boundary 
and 123 villages within 5km having cattle population of 51354. Remote sensing analysis has been 
carried out using Resourcesat -1 multispectral satellite data along with DEM derived from IRS P5 
stereo pair. Change detection analysis indicated areas of forest fires. GIS maps have been used to 
help factor in the habitat and the status of the forests. Base map of the study area created 
inventorying all waterbodies in the vicinity, transport network in the surrounding area and village 
layer.  All tourist attraction sites, routes for safari have been digitized. Buffer around paths within 
study area indicated human interventions in the pristine stand of Dhok (Anogeissus pendula) 
interspersed with grasslands at the plateaus. Lineaments showing fault and fissures and drainage 
network delineated for assessment of better water potential areas. Geological map and slope map in 
conjunction with vegetation type maps studied for their inter-relationship. The zones in the vicinity 
of settlements and livestock population were analysed through spatial analyst for prioritisation. 
ArcGIS explorer has been used for visualisation of suggesting suitable locations for sighting of animal 
with customisation using tool kit. This project is provides requisite spatial information and its 
visualisation becomes available through these tools to resource managers and planners. 

Introduction 

Ranthambhor National Park, before a princely game conserve is the landscape where the celebrated 
Indian Tiger is best seen. It is located just 14 Kms from Sawai Madhopur in Eastern Rajasthan (India). 
A significant geological feature within the park is the 'Great Boundary Fault' where the Vindhaya 
plateau meets the Aravali range. A Ranthambhore Tiger reserve amongst 23 in the country, study 
area is part of this reserve.  

Tigers (Panthera tigris) are mammals of the Felidae family, one of four “big cats” that belong to the 
Panthera genus. Tigers are predatory carnivores. Tigers are easily recognizable by their stripes and 
their tawny fur colour, which may range from yellow to orange (the white tiger is one notable 
exception). In Ranthambore the bio-diversity is rich, home to over 40 species of mammals, 320 
species of birds, over 35 species of reptiles and over 300 species of. The Reserve is also a crucial link 
and wildlife corridor between chain of protected area in North-East and South-West. 

Some of the problems that are faced by park are excessive grazing by livestock, lack of adequate 
water and forest fires.   



Study area 

Tiger reserve is composed of following - Ranthmbhore National Park (392 sq km), Sawai Mansingh 
sanctuary, Kulaji close area and  Keladevi  wildlife sanctuary (676.38 sq km). There are 4 villages 
inside park boundary and 123 villages within 5km having cattle population of 51354 and 332 villages 
in tiger reserve covering an area of 1334.64 sq km.   

The Rivers Chambal in the South and the Banas in the North bound the National Park. The hills to the 
northwest of fault-line are the Aravalis and typically have cliff of sand stone on one side and on the 
other side escarp slope. The hills south west of Great boundary fault are the Vindhyans. The sand 
stone beds of these hills are flat-topped and form extensive table lands known as “Dangs”. Small and 
short lived streams have eroded deep in shale, long and narrow gorges that are locally known as 
“Khohs”. The highest peak is called Gazel peak 507 meters above MSL and lowest in the area of 
Bodal village 244 meters elevation. Ravines along Chambal are as deep as 50 mts. up to park 
boundary. 

The forests are mainly of edaphic climax and belong to the sub group 5B-Northern Tropical Dry 
Deciduous forests and subgroup 6B -DS1-Zizyphus scrub. The degradation stages found here are 
DS1-Dry deciduous scrub and SS4 -Dry Grass lands (Champion & Seth,1968). 

Summers start during the end of March and last through the months of June. The maximum day 
temperature crosses 40 ̊C and the minimum night temperature still hover around 30 ̊C. The 
monsoons or the rainy season lasts from July to September. The average annual rainfall is 800 mm 
and there is an average of 38 rainy days per year and nearly 90% of them are in the monsoon 
months. The winter season lasts from November to February. The night temperature stays below 
10 ̊C, while the day temperature hovers around the 20 ̊C mark. lowest night time temperature goes 
down to 2  ̊C 

Objective 

In order to show the efficacy of swirling useful information and its visualisation in 3D, the following 
objectives were fulfilled during the study 

i) Digitising layer for overlaying viz. Village boundary, Geology, Lineament/fracture,  
Forest area boundary, Paths and Land use/cover map 

ii) Inventorying & Symbolising the data viz. village location, waterbodies/ Tanks,  
Resorts, entry locations 

iii) Generating True Color Composite(TCC) after merging with PAN data and change 
detection study 

iv) Creating add-in for ArcGISExplorer covering flying along pre-defined paths, putting 
layer on & off and preview image showing the current location on satellite derived 
DEM 

 



Methodology 

The methodology adopted for this study is as follows  

1. Satellite data input starts with procurement of suitable high resolution data pertaining to 
IRS-P6 (Resourcesat-1) LISS IV and corresponding PAN DATA OF CARTOSAT -1A.  

2. On screen digitisation of geological map of study area, lineaments delineation in addition of 
faults/fractures and drainage network. All tourist attraction sites, routes for safari have been 
digitized. 

3. Buffer around paths, tiger in the valley prefer the path as they are habituated of human 
presence. Tiger’s preferred habitat is dense cover in valley and riverine area. 

4. Geological map and slope map in conjunction with vegetation type maps studied for their 
inter-relationship.  

5. The zones in the vicinity of settlements and livestock population were analysed through 
spatial analyst for prioritisation in corridor. 

6. Developing add-in using ArcGISExplorer SDK for fly along application for defined features, 
combo-box displays the attribute to be selected which is in turn saved as note. 

Results & Discussion 

Lineaments showing fault and fissures and drainage network delineated for assessment of better 
ground water areas. Major water bodies are source of drinking water and main hunting grounds for 
tigers. The prominent three lakes Padam talab, Malik talab  and Rajbagh  at the end of scarp slope 
and Mansarovar leke harnessing the valley formed by the fault. Buffer along path indicated human 
interventions in the pristine stand of Dhok (Anogeissus pendula) interspersed with grasslands at the 
plateaus. 

The change detection study using satellite data (IRS)  indicates changes in vegetation vigour in 
protected forest areas, particularly in the Northern area near Chambal river where bridge is under 
construction.  Burnt areas due to forest fire are also discernable in satellite image. 12 villages within 
Ranthambhor National Park were resettled outside the designated park area with only a few people 
now residing in scattered hamlets within the park.  

The zones in the vicinity of settlements and livestock population were analysed through spatial 
analyst for prioritisation for corridor between National Park and keladevi sanctuary. We could have 
avoided unfortunate incidents of August’2010 of tiger attack on forest ranger who was trying to 
tranquillise him to avoid of animal-villagers conflict.  

The customisation through dockable window allows all features including buttons, combo-box and 
note to be displayed. After deploying via application configuration, the user is able to see this as core 
function. The add-in files (Fig. a) containing .xml describing customisation contained in the files, 
compile code and supporting files. The popup window prompts (Fig. b) the user to select the layer, 
field and its attribute. It also has choice of making transparency allowing user to hide the path 



selected.  It adds as note in the content window on right click of mouse fly along window is 
prompted. 

a) Add-in for fly along                          b) Input parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

Besides facilitating geospatial data integration, the GIS also has proved to be a highly valuable tool in 
alternate scenarios creation. It helps in selecting the site best suited one for a particular wildlife 
area. The corridor analysis for fragmented habitat also helps in management of reserves area. The 
visualisation gives an idea of erosion pattern on different terrain types. Most important of all it 
allows virtual tour of inaccessible areas. 
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